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� e ‘technical- industrial’ changes refer to the 
industrial revolutions that informed some of the 
earliest examples of the genre, such as the work of 
H.G Wells and Jules Verne. Etienne Auge describes 
this in his 2014 TEDx talk Why our world needs 
Science Fiction. In short, Science Fiction originated 
as a response to the technological advancements 
in the early 20th century and was product of the 
modernist belief that technology would one day 
allow humanity to transcend its problems. 

� e use of the ‘generic mega-text’ refers to the 
genre’s set of shared rules and terminology, which 
are often borrowed from science itself, including 
Faster � an Light space travel; lasers as weapons; 

and the concept of alien invaders. � is relates 
to SF’s specialised ‘reading protocols’ (Zigo and 
Moore, 2004, pp.87), the understanding that the 
genre is ‘self-conscious and self-referential’(pp.87). 
Texts allude to one another, and reward readers for 
having a wide knowledge of the genre.  Commonly, 
mega-textual elements can also be de� ned as tropes. 
� is is where SF’s classi� cation as popular � ction 
becomes clearer. Broderick (1995) reinforces this in 
reference to ideas taking precedence over characters. 
� e focus of SF novels tends to be on concepts and 
technology whilst complex characters of traditional 
literature are replaced with archetypes.
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Don’t Get 
Sick From 
the Fridge!

I worked with ZERO2FIVE, a Cardiff based 
food research centre, to create a campaign to 
encourage children to take an active role in 
their home’s refrigerator safety. The greater 
goal of this project was to reach higher risk 
elderly family members with coloured in 
warnings for their fridges.

KEEP IT



Consume re�igerated food within two days of opening!

USE BY:

YESTERDAY!
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Always check the best before date!

Use a �idge thermometer to be sure!   

Colour-in postcards



Kit packaging

Branded fridge thermometer A5 leafletBranded fridge magnet

Never eat food that has passed its use by 

date. Even if it lo
oks or smells like it’s safe 

– don’t take the risk.
1.

Eat ready-to-eat foods within two days of 

opening them.

2.

Make sure your fridge is running 

between 0-5°C. A fridge might still be too 

warm, even if it fe
els chilly on the inside.

The only way to be sure about this is 

with a fridge thermometer.3.

Pass the message on! You could prevent 

somebody from getting poorly just by 

spreading the word about Listeriosis. 

4.

If you are at all worried about 

food-poisoning or something in 

your fridge that might not look 

right, remember to always tell 

a trusted adult first so that you 

can help each other out!

RE
MEM

BE
R!

Its easy to avoid getting ill fro
m the things 

you keep in your fridge! You just need to 

follow the...

THE FOUR SIMPLE STEPS

You can use the included fridge thermometer to see if your fridge 

is the right temperature! Just put it in the middle of a fridge shelf, 

close the door and come back in five minutes. If the dial is not 

between 0 and 5 °C, tell an adult and they can change the fridge 

settings and you can try again the next day.

Listeriosis comes from a 

harmful bacteria called 

‘Listeria’. It can make you have 

a high temperature or chills, 

aches and pains in your body 

and a very upset stomach.

Older people, like 

grandparents, are much 

more at risk of becoming very 

poorly from Listeriosis. This 

is because unlike younger 

people, their bodies are not 

so good at fighting off harmful 

bacteria. If an older person 

or a pregnant woman gets 

Listeriosis, it can sometimes 

be quite dangerous and may 

cause serious infections which 

are very hard to get rid of.

• Milk

• Dairy products

• Soft cheeses,

• Chilled, ready to eat 

foods like pre-packed 

sandwiches, pâté and deli 

meats like ham.

Sometimes our bodies can 

become sick from eating 

harmful bacteria in food which 

is out of date, or which has not 

been cooked properly. This is 

called ‘food
-poiso

ning’.

Food poisoning can come 

in lots of different forms. 

Lister
iosis 

is a type of food-

poisoning you can get from 

eating food that has been 

stored for too long or has not 

stored in the right place.

Listeriosis can come from lots 

of food that hasn’t been stored 

properly, but it is most often 

found in:

FOOD POISONING
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Penguin
2019

My entry into this years Penguin student design 
award for Owen Jones’ The Establishment.
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Man Cards

A critical design project about performative 
masculinity. Lots of men feel they can get away 
with “unmasculine” behaviour so long as they 
make up for it in other ways. These cards would 
make it easy; simply draw one card whenever 
your masculinity feels threatened, perform 
the action, and feel your manlihood renewed. 
Never feel like you cant wear make up or talk 
about your feelings again!

Get re
ally into 

weightlifti
ng.

Fill an empty notepad 

with drawings of cocks.

Hint to friends that you think 
you’d be good in a fi ght.
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Illustrating 
the Future

A editorial piece based on my dissertation. The 
text itself is about science fiction aesthetic and 
our changing expectations of the future, as well as 
how best to communicate the contents of a book 
through the cover. Consequentially, I made this in 
the format of a classic mass-market paperback.
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Damien Broderick’s (1995) defi nition takes into account the context 
in which Science Fiction (SF) as a genre developed as well as its links 
to popular fi ction: 

‘Sf is that species of storytelling native to a culture undergoing the 
epistemic changes implicated in the rise and supersession of technical- 
industrial modes of production, distribution, consumption and disposal. 
It is marked by (i) metaphoric strategies and metonymic tactics, (ii) the 
foregrounding of icons and interpretative schemata from a collectively 
constituted generic ‘mega-text’ and the concomitant de-emphasis of 
‘� ne writing’ and characterisation, and (iii) certain priorities more 
often found in scienti� c and postmodern texts than in literary models: 
speci� cally, attention to the object in preference to the subject.’

(Broderick, 1995, pp.155)

Th e ‘technical- industrial’ changes refer to the 
industrial revolutions that informed some of the 
earliest examples of the genre, such as the work of 
H.G Wells and Jules Verne. Etienne Auge describes 
this in his 2014 TEDx talk Why our world needs 
Science Fiction. In short, Science Fiction originated 
as a response to the technological advancements 
in the early 20th century and was product of the 
modernist belief that technology would one day 
allow humanity to transcend its problems. 

Th e use of the ‘generic mega-text’ refers to the 
genre’s set of shared rules and terminology, which 
are often borrowed from science itself, including 
Faster Th an Light space travel; lasers as weapons; 

and the concept of alien invaders. Th is relates 
to SF’s specialised ‘reading protocols’ (Zigo and 
Moore, 2004, pp.87), the understanding that the 
genre is ‘self-conscious and self-referential’(pp.87). 
Texts allude to one another, and reward readers for 
having a wide knowledge of the genre.  Commonly, 
mega-textual elements can also be defi ned as tropes. 
Th is is where SF’s classifi cation as popular fi ction 
becomes clearer. Broderick (1995) reinforces this in 
reference to ideas taking precedence over characters. 
Th e focus of SF novels tends to be on concepts and 
technology whilst complex characters of traditional 
literature are replaced with archetypes.
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IT HAS BEEN A
LONG TIME

 SINCE THE
TWENTIES

The Problem
Early 20th century SF employed the bizarre imagery that traditionally 
came with the pulp-fiction territory. One of the first SF magazines 
Amazing Stories (1929), and the cover artist, Frank R. Paul, developed 
what we now know as the genre’s distinctive retro-futuristic style. 
The magazine was first published in the 1920s and therefore would 
not have been defined as retro in its time. As Puschak (2018) states, 
in the Twenties, Science Fiction covers were the “strangest artwork 
an average American would get to see” (Puschack, 2018, 00:00:34). 
However, it has been a long time since the Twenties.
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Focusing in on this, Rick Poynor (2012) 
summarises the design problem faced within this 
text when he asks the question ‘What happened 
to Science Fiction graphics?’(pp.26). Poynor 
references Frank R. Paul’s illustration City of the 
Future (1942) published in an issue of Amazing 
Stories (pictured right). Th e image paints an 
optimistic picture of life in the twenty-fi rst 
century, with colourful retro-futuristic architecture, 
clean white streets, and swathes of fl ying cars 
in the sky. Based on this, the 21st century is not 
anything like we imagined it would be and this 

THE FUTURE 
HASN’T 
TURNED OUT 
AS EARLY 
20TH CENTURY 
DREAMERS 
IMAGINED.

illustrates our change of perspective away from the 
ideals of modernism. As contemporary thinkers, 
we see that scientifi c progression alone has not 
fi xed everything, and that evolution of thought 
is evidenced in the changing representation of 
society in the genre, for example by comparing the 
representation of civilisation in Star Trek (1966) 
to that of Black Mirror (2011). Star Trek’s humans 
are post-capitalist space explorers who found an 
end to scarcity through technology whilst Black 
Mirror depicts varied dystopias and human misery 
brought on by technology itself. 
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Colour 
Isn’t Real*

My final major project. A set of posters and 
an editorial piece. I explore the human 
experience of colour, looking at how 
physiological and psychological conditions 
can effect it. I conclude that colour perception 
is yet another thing humans take to be natural 
that turns out to be constructed.
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Fix It.

A news app designed to encourage 
participation in democratic and activist actions, 
functioning both as a primary news source on 
mobile as well as a browser plug in that gives 
you ways to react to news stories as you find 
them on the internet.
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1 2

3 4

How the App Works

1. Upon opening the app, the user is 
presented with the option to pick 
five topics to focus on, with a set of 
trending topics, and the ability to 
search for more.

2. Once the five topics are picked, the 
user is able to swipe through each. 
Each has a hero image, a headline 
and  a short description of the 
article. 

3. Swiping up on shows the full text 
of the story, sourced from a news 
site. Swiping to the left and right 
provides articles from across the 
political spectrum.

4. Tapping the “act” button on the 
articles leads you to a menu that 
allows you to react to the article in 
various meaningful ways, based on 
the contents of the article and your 
location. The options are: donate, 
write, attend and join. Users 
would be able to submit possible 
organisations to donate to based 
on an up- and down-voting system. 
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I’m Billy; A Gloucester-based graphic designer.

I am a big believer in empathetic design, and 
like to focus on fulfilling real human need 
through design, instead of manufacturing it.

As such, I am most interested in creating 
design that holds real value to its audience, 
that solves problems by forming relationships 
and altering the behaviour of its users.

Put simply, I like making design that 
needs to exist.

Profile

Qualifications

BA(Hons) Graphic Communication 
Cardiff Metropolitan University 
2015 – 2019 2:1

HNC Graphic Design 
Gloucestershire College 
2014 – 2015 Merit References

Skills

Fluent in everything Adobe CC.

Print-readying documents.

Creative problem solving.

Ideation processes.

Attention to detail.

Flexibility and adaptability.

Awards

Cardiff School of Art & Design   2019

Highest Achieving Critical Text & Artefact

Experience

Zero2Five 
Oct. - Dec. 2018

I worked with a contact at the Zero2Five food 
industry research centre to create materials 
to raise awareness of Listeriosis from food 
poisoning.  The process involved weekly 
client meetings, as well as meetings with 
a mentor to discuss the project in a local 
design studio. The final product, aimed at 
school children, has been passed onto the 
teachers’ masters degree program and being 
investigated for efficacy in classrooms. 

Welsh Rugby Union 
Aug. 2017 - Jul. 2018

I took a year out of university to work in the 
WRU design department as an intern on a 
wide range of projects, both print and digital. 
Most interestingly, I learned animation in 
order to create pitch-side LED adverts for 
stadium events and tickets. I also took over 
the social media graphical output for the 
Newport Gwent Dragons rugby team during 
their on-season this year. The WRU chiefly 
taught me how to artwork with high speed and 
accuracy, and how to balance my time against 
a professional workload.

Billy.barnes95@gmail.com 
billybarnes.co.uk

Contact

I am happy to supply references from my 
university and my employment at the Welsh 
Rugby Union as required.

CV


